“TURNING NOBODY TO SOMEBODY”
- EDUCATION IS LEARNING, NOT TEACHING
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Producing Creativity, Enlightening Curiosity and Molding the Future hero.

Nowadays, the Education is more focus on the skill building of every learner, which is good for the running development. Being competent is a major key to success and a step closer in conquering one’s goal in life so in this matter teacher and the school has a major impact to every child’s future.

“The objective of Education is Learning, not teaching” Russell L. Ackoff and Daniel Greenberg. Simple but a deep set of words that can change a teacher-learner perspective in Education.

For us teacher, it’s not about how good and how magnificent your teaching strategies are, how cool or beautiful as a teacher you are, how kind and approachable in both learners and stakeholders you are but it’s about how YOU BRING LEARNING IN EVERY PUPIL WHO NEED AND WANT IT.

Yes, it’s better to be a creative teacher who brings the world inside the classroom, but it best went you can be the world that will explain the dream and the reality can be one at the same time to realize that she/he needs and must want a dream that can be pursued. A scenario where the dreamer meets its dream at the same time inside reality to have all the ingredients of perseverance, hard work and the what we so called LEARNING. We teacher must bring the learning they need through experience to have a glimpse of where they can feel how hard to get the real success and for them to realize that the only step they can walk through is the steps of learning.
INNOVATION, LOVE, CARE, and all you can think must possess by a real teacher who want their learner to be a part of the country’s future success.

“We can be anyone, anything, just for the pupils to be somebody someday.”
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